
Regional Advisory Committee Agenda 

Industry Sector:Welding (Manufacturing)  

School Year:  2018-19  

Meeting Date/Time: Oct 24, 2018, 6:00pm - 8:00pm  

Meeting Location:  VVC Welding Classroom  
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Name Business/Organization Email Address 

Matt Wells MDCP matt.wells@mdcareerpathways.com 
Eileen Alsina VVC alsinaej@yahoo.com 
Brad Williams AVUSD brad_williams@avusd.org 
Ana Torres General Atomics ana.torres@ga.com 
Toni Manness Endura Steel tmanness@robar.com 
Kim Walker HUSD kim.walker@hesperiausd.org 
Casey Penfold AVUSD/VVC casey_penfold@avusd.org 
Jack Rice SJUSD jack_rice@snowlineschools.com 
Tony Cervantes Tube Bending, Inc. tony@tubebendinginc.com 
Joshua Aldana Tube Bending, Inc. josh@tubebendinginc.com 
Ed Swan VVC edmund.swan@vvc.edu 
Troy Kuhns VVC troy.kuhns@vvc.edu  
 
 

Agenda 

A. Greetings and Introductions 
The meeting started at 6:10pm.  Round robin introductions were conducted.  Troy shared that he thinks we 
should conduct the meeting earlier in the day next year to catch people before they go home.  
 

B. Progress report regarding work conducted since last committee meeting 
Kim Walker from HUSD shared that they have secured funding to expand welding training across their 
comprehensive high schools including bringing welding to construction, manufacturing technology, and 
automotive classes.  

 
Troy Kuhns stated that he’d like to reach out to teachers to sit down together to align programs.  Several 
acknowledged Casey Penfold as being at the forefront of regional welding programs.  Casey shared that he’s be 
willing to help anywhere.  
 

C. Labor Market Update / Industry Trends 
Representatives from Tube Bending, Inc. shared that they almost hired a student recently from Apple HS but did 
hire a former Snowline and VVC student named Justin La Fon, who is doing very well there.  They shared that 
there are lots of opportunities in the industry.  If they can see where an individual wants to go, they like to try to 
give them a shot.  They do a lot of contract and specialized projects.  This requires a clean background and the 
ability to pass background checks.   Casey and Troy recognized Tube Bending, Inc.’s willingness to give people a 
shot and refine undeveloped talent.  

 
Toni from Endure Steel shared that tig welding is a huge need.  A lot of this work has gone down the hill so it 
would be a regional economy benefit to build tig welding capacity to keep that work local and nearby. 



GA shared that they get a lot of talented folks who are great workers who do a great job on the technical aspects 
but their soft skills struggle.  Someone who goes from a small shop mindset to a big aerospace company may 
struggle.  Lacking soft skills is a hardstop.  Discipline kicks in and overrules great work production. 

 
Tube Benders, Inc. shared that they look for a lot and have a hard time finding talent.  They do a lot of thin wall 
tube bending.  They’ve kicked around the idea about giving a machine to a HS and have a teacher come teach a 
class.  They hire everyone with tube bending experience.  Troy shared that he’s helped augment the curriculum 
for a tube bending and sheet metal class, but when it comes to tube bending, he’s fairly hillbilly.  He helped them 
put in base components, but bringing in industry expert would be perfect.  Tube Benders, Inc. shared that most 
production is done on CNC tube bending machines.  Many are manual electric which are a good option to put 
into school somewhere.  Manual electric isn’t as dangerous to have in the HS, settings stop manually, less likely 
to put finger in a place that’s going to cause a lot of damage. 

 
GA shared that they don’t have a lot of entry-level positions related to welding.  But they have machinist and 
fabrication position.  They do extensive reference checks, including on soft skills. 

 
Multiple partners shared that tig and mig questions are asked during interviews.  However, if an individual shows 
potential, they can teach to that potential.  

 
Tube Benders, Inc. shared that they conduct interviews alongside a welding practical.  If there’s potential, the 
applicant will meet with management afterwards.  If ability shows, they will pick the brain of the individual and 
determine fit.  They can instantly tell if someone knows what they are talking about and are passionate about it, 
especially in tig.  They treat it more like a demo/try-out and face-to-face interview.  

 
Endura Steel shared that they follow a very similar process.  They will ask a question next to a piece of material 
and see if an individual can pick out the correct material, see if they can work with chromoly.  They also find that 
up to 70% of candidates are lost because of talent or marijuana issues. 

 
NASA shared that they are big on coop programs and education.  Fabrication type jobs – you come in through 
military or you are trained to a journeyman level before walk in door, or come from secondary school at least and 
come in as an apprentice-type program.  These are called coop, not pathways.  You can work at NASA for 
semester, go back to school for a semester, ping pong back and forth which doubles degree time but get 
experience at NASA.  If prove self worthy, you’ll likely get a job at NASA.  If not, you’ll still have a great resume. 
Government is looking for the impossible employee.  20 y.o. with masters, lot of high tech thought process.  They 
want thinkers. 

 
GA conducts a phone interview - a 30 min conversation to determine if a high level technical aspect experience 
and behavioral competence.  References are done with feedback on questions, interview packet, interview with 
hiring managers, etc.  Then they will conduct face to face interviews preceded by a 15 minute test with 10 
questions.  However, they do not take candidates on the floor because of the classified nature of the work.  A 45 
min behavioral and technical interview follows.  

 
Matt asked – what are common behavioral disqualifiers? 

● GA - Job hopping is a red flag.  They understand life happens, but latest machinist she interviewed had 5 
jobs in last 2-3 years.  He said he moved because of higher salary.  So if GA is outbid by someone else for 
$1, would he leave?  Did an individual have a conflict in the workplace?  How did you deal with it? 
Policies – if someone comes to you asking to paint fence green when policy is blue, what would you do?  

 
Matt – how do people find the jobs? 



● GA – Indeed.  GA comes up when you look for Gen Dynamics.  Trying to be more hip through recruiting. 
Don’t do newspaper.  Billboards and radio ads. 

● Endura – Indeed.  High Desert Jobs.  A lot of word of mouth.  Guys interested in this industry are often 
not computer savvy & don’t know how to do email.  Word of mouth.  Flyers stapled to orders, etc.  

● Tube – Career websites.  Word of mouth. Handpick at college.  
 

Troy asked – Resume writing - Fancier looking or more accurate, clean details 
● Industry – both and.  Short and sweet.  One page if someone is new to industry, maybe 2 if experienced. 
● GA – Throughout career, you’re going to have multiple resumes – tailor it for what you are applying for. 
● Tube and Endura – contact for job shadowing and such.  US citizen.  Same regulations at GA.  

 
D. College/District Program Information 

Troy shared that vvc has a new Weld 50 class that departs from the old arc & oxy model.  It is a 4 unit 16 week 
class that includes introductory coverage of each processes.  They zero in on processes that are unique to the 
needs of the students in the class such as changing liner, tig machine details, etc.  They need to visit shops to 
gather additional details of industry needs, what their deficiencies are, how to make the class more appealing, 
etc.  They shared that tape measuring remains a challenge for students. 

 
GA asked about the length of time for an individual going through VVC’s welding program.  Troy shared that it 
takes about a year and a half.  The program is skills based so students want to get as intimate with each process 
and method as possible.  The minimum marks to pass don’t get students enough time to really develop depth in 
the field.  12 unites of welding at one time is impossible to deal with as that would mean 54 hours of lab time 
required.  They have AA and certificate programs that prepare them for entry level combination welder work. 
They also offer AWS D11 structural testing so students can get certifications at VVC.  This is a big push. 

 
VVC would like to host a group of 18 students over the summer for a 2-week women in welding training.  This 
summer program would include women guest speakers from industry.  Feds have mandated that unions hire 
more women in the workforce so VVC is trying to develop a solid pipeline for that.  They’d like to broadcast to the 
community at large, including K12, to brand and develop a strong, recognized, attractive program.  

 
Casey shared that one day with a VVC instructor on a tig machine at his program skyrocketed the interest of 
students.  He also acknowledged that half of his VVC students are former AVHS students.  Personal investment in 
the students means a ton to them.  
 

E. Industry Feedback on College/District Programs - Discussion and review of existing and proposed 
courses/curriculum/equipment/plans as well as assessment methods to validate competencies 
Serrano and Apple HS shared about their welding programs and that construction is included to some degree 
within Serrano’s Ag Mechanics program.  Articulation and the benefit of students transferring to VVC with credits 
under their belt was acknowledged as a strong benefit.  K12 teachers shared the complexity of some of the 
capstone projects completed by students including mig work, 3d printing, tig, fab, building projects, CNC 
machining, etc.  

 
Jack from Serrano shared that they are expanding the Ag Mechanics shop, investing nearly $110K over two years 
for fab and welding access.  

 
It was shared that a lot of students dream of having their own shops.  It was shared that this isn’t a viable career 
path for most.  Instead, students need to be counseled on bigger, long term career goals and paths.  

 
Tube – is attractive but it isn’t necessarily the right career move to make.  Northrop, GA, Lockheed – once you are 
in, you can make a fantastic career out of it.  You could be set.  Construction uses more stick, Aerospace more tig. 



Some older students at VVC stick it out for 6 mos, but end up leaving.  He’d like to drive the youth to jump in 
because they invest and are more likely to stick it out with manufacturing.  

 
Troy shared that he’s going to do a fabrication class in this program because they’ve talked about it for ever and 
ever.  A fab lab – Friday only class.  Students show up for discussion for an hour, then work like a regular job – 
work for 3.5 hours, break for lunch, and come back and do one of three things.  Always struggle with space so 
students get experience in machines without taking up entire footprint.  3 things:  1.  Assigned project.  Template 
– can do heavy wall regular tube – teach kids how to measure, where to start bend, how many degrees, etc.  2. 
Do projects so students can bid out material.  Explore lengths, build project.  3.  Build for school or community, 
e.g. park benches 

 
It was shared that tape measure competence is at an all time low.  Fractional measurements on tape measures 
are often wrong and individuals can’t identify different rod.  Josh from Tube Bending, Inc. shared that blueprint 
reading is critical.  What is drawing number, revision level, understand decimal, inches, basic dimensioning?  On 
more advanced side – more and more geometric advanced, GDNT Symbols.   Troy shared that they don’t get 
anywhere near that.  They have some blueprints but would love to get hands on some non-proprietary examples 
he can use for modern needs.  Would love for students to see how they differ.  

 
HS and CC programs shared that they want to get more Miller open books stuff.  Dozen ipads – Miller – online 
learning module system.  They want to build a format students actually enjoy.  Chromebook, phone, etc.  
 

F. Certification Discussion & Report 
D17.1, D11 cert for structural from college, but AWS D17.1 certs possible. 

 
It was shared that Endura Steel just got a contract for 1,000 solar carports but struggles to get people with the 
LA welding certificate.  Troy shared that they are going to try to take some cues from SBVC where they got 
audited because their LA Weld Cert pass rate is so high.  

 
VVC is looking into doing basic visual inspection certification or teaching class.  Sent some of their own folks to 
Orange county for DWS 1.1 for visual.  Send out non-visual weld certs.  Plus on resume for sure.  

 
It was asked if NIM certs are important or basic understandings?  Industry shared that certs are nice but long 
pieces of paper with lists of certs don’t mean anything if practical skills are missing.  
 

G. Student Extracurricular Report 
Casey Penfold shared that he had a Skills USA fabrication team take 1st place in the state and 8th in the nation, 
sharing that the project they had to complete was complex and interesting.  Troy shared that he’d like to field a 
winning team as a debut to Skills USA from the college.  

 


